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SPA
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RITUALS
MOTU TEHOTU - BP 547

(689) 40 603 170

DIRECTIONS

EVERY DAY
9:00 AM - 7:00 PM

GOLDEN SUN EMBRACE

Bright like the sun, indulge with this golden glowing and rejuvenating head-to-toe
experience, which begins with a coconut and gold scrub to leave your skin luxuriously
smooth. Continue with an exquisite 80-minute massage of your choice, featuring our
signature 24-carat gold oil to deeply regenerate and repair the skin, while a Nano Gold
Knesko Face Mask is applied to hydrate and release stress and fatigue.
120 MINUTES
XPF 56000

KAHAIA HAVEN

Restore inner balance with this life-embracing treatment, ideal for sharing with a loved one
in one of our double treatment rooms or overwater Spa Suite. A skin-smoothing body
treatment begins with cleansing using naturally exfoliating kahaia body scrub, legendary
Tahitian black pearl powder and native fragrant vanilla. Once the skin is prepared, an
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exquisite massage of your choice, using native monoi oil of your choice is given. This
experience concludes with a holistic and de-stressing Lagoon Express Facial.
120 MINUTES
XPF 42000

PAREO ECLIPSE

Created by our highly trained therapists, this ritual combines the Pareo Massage, Fresh Leg
Treatments and a 30-minute Tata Harper Facial. This surprising experience is ideal after a
long flight to recover from the jet lag, allowing you to stay released, refreshed and relaxed.
120 MINUTES
XPF 42000

TAURUMI MIND AND BODY

A unique harmonizing experience, inspired by the ancient wisdom of Polynesian massage
practitioners and their deep understanding of touch. These skills, which restore balance and
harmony in mind and body, have been passed on from generation to generation. This
distinctive island experience begins with a body scrub made with organic essential oils. Once
the body and mind are prepared, the Polynesian-inspired massage begins. The massage is a
unity of ancient and modern techniques embracing the concept of taurumi, meaning “health
in the hands.”
120 MINUTES
XPF 42000
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